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I bee-lieve

Click here for
the journey

Moving a diverse community from its present crowded site to…

…pastures new (containing unique geology, archaeology, habitats and wildlife).

We have stories to tell!
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W i l d g o o s e - An interpretative vision
We will explore our place, our community and our natural environment,
to demonstrate more equitable living for people and for nature.

What is here on the site?
Understand the importance of natural connections
Who we are?
Finding equitable ways of living together
What we do?
Living here thru’ the seasons
Who lives here with us?
Finding better ways of people and nature co-existing
What has happened here before?
Take lessons in living from the past
What is the land we stand on?
The rocks that formed this place
What lessons can we learn from here?
Using the skills of the community to create memorable interpretation

Inspire profound and sustainable changes for us and for nature

W i l d g o o s e - An interpretative vision
As with the new build - the community will…
Help design the interpretive experience to build, draw, nurture, star in it
and record it, become part of it and share it with others.
Calling me
a drone?

The community will shape the interpretation…

…using a variety of media

Click here for the journey

In the classroom and at home

Already undertaken - drone’s eye
view journey from old site to new
Low Tech
In new habitats
They will build the interpretation

• Site trails and brochures for adults and kids
• Site panels (some lenticular).

In unique archaeology

• Simple interactives and activities

High tech
They will build structures from the past

With the animals and home grown fruit and veg

• Community filming
• Drone filming of landscapes

In the interactive zone
In the visitor centre

• Time lapse photography
• Developing an interactive App
• Online

They will record the development of the site

W i l d g o o s e - An interpretative vision

Evidence shows that honey bees in the UK from
around 4,000 years ago up until the 19th century
were genetically the dark European honey bee Apis mellifera mellifera.

Using the bee as a strong analogy that will engage the community and act as a vehicle for communicating the ethos of this
unique place to others, this introductory exhibit could become a memorable linking mechanism for all the interpretation on the site
Wow!
My 4000 year
old history

The Wildgoose community will build the exhibition bee hive
in the visitor centre and tell connecting stories of…

An indoor viewing hive

Living in a community

Communicating to others

Surviving over seasons

Enjoy and share in the produce

Explore the Habitats
the Heritage and Geology

Wallow in the beauty of the place

Interdependency vital to self and others

Look at the past and care for what
happens in the future

Over the past 30 years there has been a huge increase in queen bee
imports to the detriment of our British native dark bee. Stocks of
100% pure native dark bees are dangerously low, and it is imperative
that all beekeepers take action to help reinstate the original native
honey bee to this country whilst there is still the opportunity.

LOOKING AT THE PAST - PRESENT - FUTURE OF THE SITE AND ITS PEOPLE

W i l d g o o s e - An interpretative vision

Honeycomb - strength in its shape
and inter-connectivity

Natural
heritage
Migratory
birds

Reedbeds
Broadleaf
woodland

And our
community

Open water
Species rich
dry grasslands

Unique
habitats
Marginal &
aquatic
vegetation

Industrial
heritage
Domestic &
agricultural
history
And you!

Thru’ time
bronze age,
middle
late iron age
Romano/
British

Amazing
geology

Home sweet home

